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The Speed of Desire
by John G. Morris
The Electric Cowboy, 1998-2004, R.I.P.
Perhaps the $5 cover charge 
makes the palms sweat 
and the heart pick up its bump 
as if this were a big gamble, 
but, with the bass kick 
of state-of-the-art woofers 
swelling into digital tumescence, 
neon lights begin to spin, 
and the thick a ir—hazy 
with cologne, cigarettes, 
pheromones, and appetite— 
moves with the speed of desire.
One kind of wagering is 
moving to the pool’s deep end, 
and this club shimmers 
most in its deepest water.
With eyes dilated by the dark 
and inhibitions liquified by 
beer and exotic shots, size 
and shape and looks do matter.
Here everyone knows this truth;
I have entered with a large 
stack of need piled up inside, 
joining the other men circling 
the dance floor in the middle, 
the low-cut halters, bare 
midriffs, fine cleavage, 
and firm thighs all rising into 
the middle of my best dreams.
We pay for the kind of danger 
the women have dressed to become, 
and they, standing or sitting 
in groups of two or three, 
do their version of the same,
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don’t let anyone kid you.
It’s too loud to do anything 
but shout my voice raw, 
but who cares? All I need 
to do is gauge the time, 
jerk my head toward the floor, 
grab a hand, and let the 
bass and swirling lights 
pull me in the direction 
my heart has given itself 
up to: beautiful bodies 
bobbing alongside, sweat 
glistening, the allure 
of a steamy tangle later 
for those with the looks, 
the only currency that matters, 
for whom getting lucky 
over Friday and Saturday night 
is the best game around. 
Swigging on beer after beer, 
punctuated by jello shots, 
as I wait for the courage 
to place my bet in time,
I continue to circle, 
the pulse and the light 
and the smell having rushed 
into my blood, a better, 
more honest heartbeat, 
the nagging in my head bound, 
gagged, and held for a ransom 
I will not be able to pay tonight.
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